LunarDrake's IDraw Manual

Hello all, and welcome to my IDraw tutorial.

IDraw is a graphics creator made in 1996 by a fellow named Hawk.  It was an essential program among those of the RPG Making community back in its hay day.  After learning this program, I have found it to be a great tool with creating 16-bit graphics, not only for RPG Makers, but for SNES hacks as well.  With this tutorial I will share my knowledge to help make things a bit quicker and easier, in my opinion, for those that either want to learn to make graphics, or want an easier program to do it with.

Things you'll need:

1.	IDraw (http://www.smwcentral.net/download.php?id=163&type=tools)
2.	YY-CHR (http://www.smwcentral.net/download.php?id=209&type=tools)
3.	A creative mind.

Section 1:Starting a new document

To start a new document you click File, and then click New, obviously.  You will then notice that there are a few option listed.  Insert the canvas size that you want to work on, and then select the number of colours you want in the palette.  Personally, I always use the 256 colour option because that will create a palette with the same number of colours that SMW uses.  Congratulations, you have now set up a brand new document, you should be proud....

Section 2:Palettes and Colours

Take notice to the palette that is now on the screen, if there is no palette click View and check palette.  Doesn't the number or colours and the way they line up look familiar?  Notice how this palette has the same 256 colours as the smw palette?
Here, I will show you:
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A painter starts his painting first by thinking about what he wants to create, then assembling the right pigments to do so.  Basically what I am saying is you need to add a little colour to that palette.  For simplicity, lets just make a palette that has the same colours palette two, when you select fg palette zero, on the SMW palette.

Note to SMW hackers:

Though all the colours on the far left side of the SMW palette are transparent, only the top left colour on the Idraw palette deals with transparencies.  Basically when drawing in Idraw, always use the top left colour for trasparencies.  Also, when setting what colour you want for black, do not make it R=0, G=0, and B=0, as when you copy to yy later it will not show up with the black colour.  Change it to R=1, G=1, and B=1 or something like that.  Anyhow, copy the SMW colours from palette 2 into Idraw just how they look on the SMW palette, while still following those two rules I mentioned earlier.
You're IDraw palette will look like this:
(Inset Idraw palette pic here)
Congratulations, you have now learned to set up a palette in IDraw.

Tip:  Left click to select the colour that you'd like to draw with.  Right click for the background colour.

Tip:  To set gradients on a palette make your dark colour somewhere on the palette, and then make you lighter colour.  Right-click one and left-click the other.  Then press the gradient button on the upper right side of the palette.

Other Tips:  If you click the used button, the palette will only show the colours you have used.  

The unused button does just the opposite.  

The RGB button allows you to search for certain colours you may have made, by inserting their values in the window that pops up....Little use for this in my opinion.

The button with the two squares and no text makes all colours, other than true black, not visible.

The bars at the bottom allows you to tweak individual colours.

Section 3:Ripping from Spritesheets

Okay, now it is time for you to learn how to rip stuff from spritesheets into Idraw.  It is quite simple actually, just like pulling something from paint.  For learning sake, start up a standard SMW Rom.  Go into level 105 and take a screenshot.  Next, open the shot in paint and copy some of the ground into IDraw.  You will see that it copied just like from the sheet, given that you set the Idraw palette to have the same colours as the smw graphic.  

Now I will teach you how to make IDraw use the same black palette colour that smw uses.

1.	First, select colours tool, the eyedropper.  
2.	Click a black pixel on the ground graphic you just copied over.  
3.	Right click the R=1, G=1, and B=1 colour that you should have made in the third from the 	left colour block, which is the same colour smw uses for black mostly.  
4.	Then press delete.  

Notice that all the black pixels in the graphic are now using the proper palette colour, try right click one with the pencil selected and you will see.  The reason this step has to be done for SMW hackers is because when you copy the image over to YY-Chr, it will, in most cases, not use the proper colour on the palette, as the entire 256 palette in Idraw is mostly true black.  This will become more clear later.


Okay, so now you are probably thinking, why is this program any different than paint?  Well, the answer is all about the conversion into YY-Chr.  Most people generally copy the graphics they rip into YY-Chr and recolour them in there, or create custom graphics in YY-Chr.  Well, IDraw takes the long task of recolours away, and simply copies the images into YY-Chr using the same palette.  Actions speak louder than words, however.  I will explain this conversion.

Step 1:  Open YY-Chr.
Step 2:	Make a savestate of level 105 of the standard SMW ROM.
Step 3:  Load the savestate palette in YY-Chr.
Step 4:  Copy the ground image from IDraw into YY-Chr.

You will notice that the graphic copied straight into YY-Chr just as it looks in Idraw.  Why?  Well think about the Idraw palette.  It is set up to use 256 colours, which is more or less what you can access with YY-chr, but just in one palette at a time, or simple terms, one row from left to right or colours.  So, just as long as you remember to set each individual palette up in IDraw, while thinking of the rules I mentioned earlier,  They will copy into YY-Chr exactly the same.  To some it all up, and make the thought complete, if you set up your IDraw palettes when ripping or creating just like you would with smw, when you copy into YY-Chr, it will show up normal without recolouring.  That is just one advantage to using Idraw.  The other advantage is the ability to utilize all of its tools to give you an upper edge in creating the things you desire without having to click each individual pixel of a set.

Section 4:The Tool Box
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So, now is a fine time to teach you a little about some of the tools you can use.

1.  Select Rectangle:  This tool selects a rectangular area, obviously...Hold the shift key while selecting to make selection proportionate.

2.  Select Ellipse:  The tool selects a circular area.  Hold the shift key to make selection proportionate.

3.  Select Polygon:  The best way to explain this tool, which probably won't get used much, is that it acts similar to a line tool.  What you need to do is stretch the lines of this tool around the image you are selecting.  After you've got the image covered double-click and the image will be selected.

4.  Select Region:  This tool is quite useful.  To use it you just draw around the area that you want to select, and it selects it.  For example, say you have a koopa image and you just want his head to be selected.  You would basically just draw around the head using this tool, and it selects it.

5.  Select Parallelogram:  This is a very useful tool also, especially when creating slopes and what not.  To use this tool you first draw a line, then unclick.  Then you move the mouse over and you will see the selection box.  Click again and the area will be selected.

6.  Select Colours, a.k.a. Eyedropper:  This is a very important tool when ripping things from sprite sheets, and recolouring them to use the proper areas of the palette in IDraw, as explain earlier.  To use this tool, first you click a colour pixel on the image.  You will then see that all the pixels of the same colour on the image have been selected.  To change these colours you must right click the colour that you want them to be on the palette.  The press delete and viola, you've changed all the former colours to the colour that you want.

Tip:If you only want the colour changes to be on a certain part then you should just change the colours, then copy the area where the changes occured.  Then undo back to normal and paste the area that you copied.	

7.  Select Border with Colour 2:  To use this tool you need to have the transparency colour right-clicked.  Then click an image.  The entire area that is surrounded by the transparency colour will be selected.  Actions speak louder then words, give it a try and you will understand.

8.  Select Surface:  What this tool does is when you click a pixel on an image, it will select all pixels of the same colour of the pixel that you originally selected.

9.  Dot, a.k.a. Pencil:  This one should be rather obvious.  It is what you draw freehand with, or click colours in with...Double-click the dot tool to set thickness of lines.

10. Line:  Click somewhere on the canvas and stretch, then unclick.  You will see that this makes a line....Double-click the line tool to set thickness of lines.

11. Rectangle:  Hmmm, I believe this makes rectangles.  Hold the shift key while selecting to make rectangles proportionate.

12. Filled Rectangle:  Used the same way as the rectangle tool, but these are filled with the colour that you currently have selected.  Hold the shift key while selecting to make filled rectangles proportionate.

13. Ellipse:  This makes cirlces.  Hold the shift key while selecting to make circles proportionate.

14. Filled Ellipse:  Used the same way as the ellipse tool, but these are filled with the colour that you currently have selected.  Hold the shift key while selecting to make filled ellipses proportionate.

15.  Edge:  Quite a handy little tool, in my opinion.  This can either make a sort of border around the outside of an image, or even within the image.  It is hard to describe this tool, really.  Try this, make a circle with the ellipse tool.  The select a different colour from the palette.  Select the Edge tool, and thin click within the circle.  You will notice that the colour you selected filled the inside edges of the circle.  Select a different colour and do the same thing.  I find this tool to be pretty good for making gradients and such, but you may find other uses for the tool, such as adding black edges to the outside of something.  Be creative.

16.  Fill:  You basic paint bucket.  This fills the entire inside of a contained area, such as a circle, with the colour that you have selected.

17.  Curve:  To use this tool, first click and drag a line.  Unclick, and the drag where you want the end of the line to be.  It obviously makes a nice curve, unless you kept it straight.

18.  Spray:  There will probably be little use for this for people making SMW graphics, but what this basically does is cause pixels to appear randomly in a small area.

Section 5:Other Tools

Okay, in the previous section we covered the basic tools of IDraw.  Now I will explain about some of the lesser used tools, and other things that you may find interesting.  

The View Menu:

This is the place to go when you want a certain window to be on screen.

Tool Box:  You should know what this is, as it is explain above.

Options:  Basically, what this does is allow you to set the opacity of things, such as the pencil line, or rectangles.  Try lowering the opacity in the options menu and then draw over some solid area.  You will see that it doesn't use the colour that you have selected when crossing over that area, but rather you something in between to give the appearance that you are looking through that particular colour.  Sort of like a stained glass window.

Pen:  Shows how thick drawn lines will be.

Navigator:  Useful if working on a large canvas to help you find something you have drawn, but just can't seem to find it.  I never use this, but you might.

Palette:  Makes the palette appear or disappear.

Animation:  This is a very useful tool, especially those of you that do graphics for sprites and or exanimation.  To use this tool you would first click on the unfilled box button.  Then drag a box around a certain area and click.  Then take the box you formed and click another area.  You will see that the image in the animation box has changed.  Now click play, and you will see the animation cycle between the two images that you selected.  Note that you can make an unlimited amount of frames in the animations if you like.  You can also save these animations in two ways.

1:  Click the = button and select save setup.  This will save the areas you clicked in the graphics file, but be aware, if you move the images, the animation will not be correct.

2:  You can actually save the animations as an .avi movie file, which can work without the use of IDraw.

The button with all the triangles will tile your animations also.

Text:  Selecting this will give you the ability to add text to your images.  When applying the text you write, select a colour by left-clicking.  Next, click the mouse button and drag your mouse onto the canvas.  The letters themselves are selected and you can move them where need be.

Shift Picture:  This shifts the entire canvas whereever you like.  I never use this one much, but it doesn't seem all that useful.

Section 6: Settings

There are several different ways to configure IDraw to your liking using the items under this menu.  Everything here, other than the unit grid is pretty self explanatory.  I suggest looking at the hot keys to learn quicker ways to do somethings, such as pressing z to zoom in, and x to zoom out.  Nearly everything in here can be tweaked to your liking.  In regards to the unit grid, setting it up causes your selection boxes to stretch in incriments of the sizes that you placed in the unit grid.  Checking the use unit grid will cause you to use those settings.  I never use them, myself, but you might like to.  

Something else that you can do with Idraw is make your own custom icons.  First draw out an icon, then click edit and save as icon.  You may have to do a little tweaking to get it to look right using the few options in the window that pops up.

Conclusion:  Well, I hope that I have explained most of the ins and outs of using IDraw.  This program, as far as SMW hacking, is only limited to how creative you are.  In regards to the help file, I've never found it, nor do I know how to create one for it.  This is the program, and these are the tools I use to make all of my SMW and RPG Making graphics.  I find it easy to use, and I get quick results.  I wish the same fortunes upon you.  Should you have any questions, outside the realm of this tutorial, feel free to pm me on SMWC, or to get a more direct approach, contact me in the IRC.  Thank you, and good luck with all your graphical creations.


